Abstract.-Since the early 1970s, biologists have debated whether evolution is punctuated by speciation events with bursts of cladogenetic changes, or whether evolution tends to be of a more gradual, anagenetic nature. A similar discussion among linguists has barely begun, but the present results suggest that there is also room for controversy over this issue in linguistics. The only previous study correlated the number of nodes in linguistic phylogenies with branch lengths and found support for punctuated equilibrium. We replicate this result for branch lengths, but find no support for punctuated equilibrium using a different, automated measure of linguistic divergence and a much larger data set. With the automated measure, segments of trees containing more nodes show no greater divergence from an outgroup than segments containing fewer nodes. [Historical linguistics; language evolution; lexical similarity; phyletic gradualism.] According to the punctuated equilibrium theory of Eldredge and Gould (1972) , biological evolution occurs mainly when one species splits into two or more. This is the opposite of the prevailing theory of phyletic gradualism, which holds that evolution occurs along the paths between speciation events. The ensuing decades of research have produced many studies showing that substantial evolutionary change is associated with speciation, along with many others showing that most or all evolution occurs between speciation events. Still unclear in most studies supporting punctuated equilibrium is whether speciation enhances evolutionary change, or change promotes speciation, or whether some more general factor, such as variation in speed of evolution, causes an association of change with speciation (Rabosky 2012; Pennell et al. 2014) .
According to the punctuated equilibrium theory of Eldredge and Gould (1972) , biological evolution occurs mainly when one species splits into two or more. This is the opposite of the prevailing theory of phyletic gradualism, which holds that evolution occurs along the paths between speciation events. The ensuing decades of research have produced many studies showing that substantial evolutionary change is associated with speciation, along with many others showing that most or all evolution occurs between speciation events. Still unclear in most studies supporting punctuated equilibrium is whether speciation enhances evolutionary change, or change promotes speciation, or whether some more general factor, such as variation in speed of evolution, causes an association of change with speciation (Rabosky 2012; Pennell et al. 2014) . Atkinson and Gray (2005) review the similarities and differences between evolutionary biology and historical linguistics. The similarities allowed Atkinson et al. (2008) to generalize the theory of punctuated equilibrium to languages. As an example, Atkinson et al. quote the lexicographer Noah Webster advocating a separate American language to confirm its speakers' new independence from Britain, although Bochkarev et al. (2014) report lexical convergence between American and British English since the time of Webster with slow fluctuations consistent with gradualism. Whatever the ambiguity of individual cases, Atkinson et al. were able to estimate the overall prevalence of punctuated evolution in languages with methods already developed in biology. One difference from biology, previously mentioned by Atkinson and Gray, is that methods for inferring character changes have not yet been automated in linguistics. Consequently, the data studied by Atkinson et al. were judgments by experts about whether words with the same meaning in different but related languages are cognate. For instance, the English word "tooth" is cognate with the Spanish word "diente" because both evolved from a word in the ancestral Indo-European language that sounded something like "dont"; the sound changes between ancestor and descendants can be traced by comparing other words in English, Spanish, and other Indo-European languages. In contrast, English "bone" is not cognate with Spanish "hueso": although the Spanish word is descended from an Indo-European word that sounded like "ost," the English word comes from a different word that originally meant "leg." The path between English and Spanish in the Indo-European phylogeny therefore contains no substitutions for the meaning "tooth" and at least one for the meaning "bone."
Large-scale data on cognates are available mainly for words in basic vocabulary, particularly the Swadesh (1952) list of 200 items or his later 100-item list (Swadesh 1955 ); Swadesh chose his words because they occur in most languages, which facilitates comparison among languages, and because they change relatively rarely, which allows exploration of distant phylogenetic relationships. Atkinson et al. (2008) used the three largest matrices of cognate judgments in basic vocabulary then available, which included 95 Bantu languages, 65 IndoEuropean languages, and 330 Austronesian languages. The method of analysis was adapted from Pagel et al. (2006) . For each of the three sets of languages, a Bayesian phylogenetic tree was constructed from the cognate judgments. Then, for each language, the inferred lexical changes along the path from the root of the tree were counted, along with the nodes along that path where one branch splits into two. A positive correlation between the number of changes and the number of nodes was interpreted as an effect of punctuational changes at the nodes. This inference required a special test ) to exclude the so-called node density artifact, which is a tendency to underestimate the number of changes along a path, particularly along paths with fewer nodes. Another bias, more recently described by Rannala et al. (2012) , and Nelson et al. (2015) , is a tendency for the prior distributions used in Bayesian phylogenetic inference to overestimate path lengths along the paths with more nodes.
The present article explores how far the punctuational results of Atkinson et al. (2008) can be generalized beyond the data and methods of their study. We employ nonparametric methods that do not assume a linear relationship between lexical change and number of nodes. The tests are applied not only to path lengths in a phylogeny, but also to two alternative measures of linguistic change that avoid the node density artifact and the prior-distribution bias; moreover, these measures can be defined in many language groups for which path length phylogenies are not available. The results replicate previous evidence for punctuation with the path length measure, and also extend this evidence to a different distance measure based on cognate judgments. When cognate judgments are replaced by an automated measure of lexical distance that includes sound changes as well as word substitutions, however, the results support gradual evolution with little or no punctuation.
METHODS
The tests compare sister groups in terms of their distances to an outgroup. Sister groups are defined as two branches from the same ancestral node in the phylogeny; an outgroup is a branch of the phylogeny that diverged from the branch leading to the sister groups before the sister groups diverged from each other. Outgroup comparisons were first used in biology by Watrous and Wheeler (1981) to infer character polarity, and then by Mindell et al. (1989) and others to test punctuation. Since the sister groups have been separate from the outgroup for the same length of time (if the phylogeny is correct), any difference in their lexical distances to the outgroup can be attributed to other factors such as branching events. A given pair of sister groups is compared to the closest outgroup in the phylogeny. The closest outgroup is the group diverging at the last node before the node at which the sister groups diverge. If the outgroup is farther (in terms of mean distance) from the sister group with more languages than from the sister group with fewer languages, the comparison is scored as positive for punctuation; and if the outgroup is farther from the smaller than from the larger sister group, the comparison is scored as negative.
To be usable in outgroup tests, the sister groups must contain unequal numbers of languages and their distances from the outgroup must be inferable from the data. For the comparisons to be statistically independent of each other, each pair of sister groups must be on a separate branch of the phylogeny. In biology, the branches usually correspond to taxa such as families, as in Barraclough et al. (1996) . Here the number of independent usable sister group pairs is maximized by the following algorithm. First, find the most basal node on a given branch. Now, suppose that this node has two subbranches that constitute a usable pair of sister groups. If each subbranch contains at least one usable sister group pair, then the original branch is replaced by the subbranches, with a net gain of at least one usable sister group pair, and the algorithm is applied to each subbranch; otherwise, the original branch is retained and the algorithm moves on to another branch. Alternatively, suppose that the subbranches at the original node do not constitute a usable pair of sister groups. In that case, the original branch is replaced by any subbranches with usable sister group pairs and the algorithm is applied to these; if there are no such subbranches, the branch and its subbranches are all rejected and the algorithm moves on to another branch. Supplementary Appendix 1 (available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.4gg07) provides a proof that this algorithm does indeed maximize the number of branches containing at least one usable pair.
Since some branches may have more than one usable pair, the last step is to choose one pair on each of these branches. Let a branch with more than one usable pair be given. For each usable pair on the branch, the number of languages in the larger sister group is divided by the number of languages in the smaller sister group, and the pair with the largest ratio is chosen. If there is more than one pair with the same ratio, the pair with the largest total number of languages is chosen.
The entire procedure for choosing sister group pairs can be illustrated by means of the tree in Figure 1 . The upper main branch contains two possible sister pairs: ((A, B), (C-E)) and (C, (D, E)). These are not independent because the second pair is one member of the first pair. The second pair is chosen because the size ratio of the 606 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 66 larger to the smaller sister is 2/1, compared with 3/2 for the first pair. The lower main branch contains six possible pairs:
, and ((J, K), L). The first three are rejected because there are two independent subbranches farther to the right on the tree. The upper subbranch contains two possibilities, ((F-H), I) and ((F, G), H), of which the first is chosen because its ratio is 3/1, compared with 2/1 for the other. The lower subbranch consists of ((J, K), L), which is chosen. The result is three independent pairs: (C, (D, E)), ((F-H), I), and ((J, K), L).
Outgroup tests require a phylogenetic classification and a measure of distance between languages. The tests performed here involve three alternative sources of phylogenies and three alternative measures of distance.
The first source of phylogenies is seven published phylogenetic trees for individual language families, four of which have branch length information. Six of the trees were constructed by applying Bayesian methods as implemented in different software packages to cognate data. The remaining tree is based on DNA sequence optimization algorithms, treating words as sequences of sounds. References are in online Supplementary Appendix 2 (available on Dryad).
The other two sources of phylogenies are the two largest published phylogenetic classifications of languages: Glottolog (Hammarström et al. 2014) and Ethnologue (Lewis et al. 2014 ). These include all the known languages in each of the world's language families, but the classifications provide topologies only, without branch lengths. The classifications contain many polytomies, which are not used to define sister groups because the branches may not have diverged from each other at the same time. Polytomous nodes are used to define outgroups, however, because outgroups do not have to diverge from each other at the same time as long as they all diverge before the sister groups do. If two or more outgroups diverge at the same node, mean distance to each sister group is calculated across all the languages in all the outgroups. Separate tests are performed on the classifications in Glottolog and Ethnologue, which differ to some extent in the membership of families and the structure of phylogenies within families.
Our analyses include living languages, and also languages that went extinct after 1700 CE in order to cover the many languages in the Americas and Australia that were recorded before being extirpated by European colonists. Lexical distances to extinct languages are expected to be slightly shorter than to living languages because extinct languages have had less time to evolve, but there is no reason to believe that large sister groups contain relatively more extinct languages than small ones. Languages extinct before 1700 CE are excluded because the available sample of such languages is small and not representative. In our analyses of published family trees, we follow Atkinson et al. and count only the languages in the trees. The counts of languages in Glottolog or Ethnologue, however, are based on all the languages in the databases except creoles and pidgins (which are not usually placed in phylogenetic trees). Counting all languages in the relevant sister groups in Glottolog or Ethnologue, rather than just the languages used to estimate distances, provides the most complete available estimates of the numbers of languages in the groups to be compared. The gain in coverage is substantial: the Bantu, Indo-European, and Austronesian languages studied by Atkinson et al. (2008) only include 18%, 15%, and 26%, respectively, of the languages in these families listed by Glottolog and Ethnologue.
Turning now to the three types of lexical distance data, the first type is path lengths in family trees. Path lengths were obtained from the published representations of the phylogenies as described in online Supplementary Appendix 2 (available on Dryad). The present tests are like those in Atkinson et al. (2008) , except that the regression analyses are replaced by outgroup tests.
The second source of distance data is matrices of cognate judgments in basic vocabulary. Some of the cognate matrices were extracted from the same cognate data previously used to construct family trees. Many other cognate matrices have been published in lexicostatistical studies. These matrices are based on Swadesh's (1952 Swadesh's ( , 1955 lists or on slightly modified versions of them. The measure of lexical distance between two languages is the percentage of items attested in both languages that are judged not to be cognate. Since lexical distances are measured directly between pairs of languages rather than along the branches of a tree, they are independent of phylogenetic algorithms and free of the node density artifact. Outgroup tests are conducted on percentage not cognate in phylogenies from all three sources.
The third and largest source of lexical distances is the ASJP database (Wichmann et al. 2013) , which consists of 40-item basic vocabulary lists in standard notation from about 62% of the world's languages. We use the following computerized algorithm, discussed in more detail by Wichmann et al. (2010) , to define lexical distance between pairs of languages, including those for which cognate judgments are not available. For any pair of words, the Levenshtein distance (LD) is the minimum total number of additions, deletions, and substitutions of symbols necessary to transform one word into the other. LD is normalized by dividing it by the number of symbols in the longer word, giving LD normalized (LDN). For any pair of lists, LDN is averaged across all pairs of words with the same meaning shared by the two lists. To correct for chance similarity, LDN is divided by the average LDN of all pairs of words on the lists with different meanings, giving LDN divided (LDND). LDND substitutes an automatic formula for human cognate judgments. Consequently, LDND does not distinguish between lexical change, where one word replaces another (as with English "bone"), and phonological change, where words change in sound while remaining cognate (as with English "tooth"). The calculations of LDND are based on all the lists in the 607 ASJP database for which at least 28 items are attested out of 40.
A question arises about the extent to which the LDND distance measure based on 40 lexical items can accurately capture changes incurred as languages split along the branches of a phylogeny whose structure is already known. Would the outgroup test using ASJP data that we describe above fail to identify punctuated equilibrium because the measured distances fail to adequately reflect the actual amount of change in a lineage? And how much change due to splitting must occur for the method to find significant evidence for punctuated equilibrium? In order to address these issues we made a computer simulation where language families develop according to a birth-death model during a number of time steps varied randomly between a predefined minimum and maximum. Starting from an artificially created list of 40 lexical items with basic properties (sound distributions, word length, and so on) similar to reality, the word lists of an ancestral lineage undergo phonological and lexical changes with a preset probability at each time step, and the lineage may go extinct or split, also with a preset probability. The independent variable is the amount of added change following a split: parameters controlling the probability of lexical and phonological change happening only during five time steps after a split (punctuational change) and change happening at any region of a tree (normal change) are varied systematically to produce different amounts of observed punctuational change. Subsequently, we apply exactly the same outgroup test as was applied to the empirical ASJP data in order to determine the statistical power of the test.
The birth-death process in the simulation produces trees with dichotomous nodes, as do the algorithms used to infer the seven published individual family trees. Simulated data based on dichotomous trees are therefore used to estimate the power of the test as applied to these family trees. In contrast, the uncertainty in traditional linguistic classification is reflected in numerous polytomous nodes in Glottolog and even more such nodes in Ethnologue. The test is therefore repeated using topologies that are modified by amalgamating adjacent nodes, to reflect the uncertainty characteristic of linguists' classifications. By making simulated trees polytomous to the same extent that the trees of Glottolog and Ethnologue are, we present the test with a handicap, producing a maximally conservative answer to the question of how well the test for punctuated change works. Supplementary Appendix 3 (available on Dryad) describes the simulations in greater detail.
RESULTS
Results of the empirical tests for punctuation depend mainly on the distance measure (Table 1) . For path length in family trees, the proportion of comparisons scored positive for punctuation (Prop. PE) is above 
Notes:
Comparisons is the number of independent comparisons made between sister groups. Prop. PE is the proportion of comparisons scored positive for punctuated evolution, with the larger sister group being more distant from the outgroup than the smaller sister group. P value refers to two-tailed sign tests of the null hypothesis that the expected value of Prop. PE is 0.5.
0.6, sufficient to reject the null hypothesis. This result replicates Atkinson et al. (2008) , who used a different method to find punctuated evolution, also as measured by path length in phylogenies. Percentage not cognate in family trees produces a slightly lower value of Prop. PE, which is still significantly above 0.5 because of the larger number of comparisons. Prop. PE is also significantly above 0.5 for percentage not cognate in Ethnologue but not in Glottolog. In contrast, the tests involving LDND in phylogenies from all three sources show no significant evidence of punctuated evolution. Supplementary Appendix 2 (available on Dryad) provides the test results separately for each language family, along with references for the family trees and the cognate matrices. The simulations shed light on whether the failure to identify punctuation with LDND reflects deficiencies in the data and methods used for the outgroup test. Are the instruments too blunt? Results of the simulations indicate that this is not the case (Table 2 ). For each parameter setting, the percentage of punctuational change (% punct.) is observed directly through outputs of the number of changes occurring, respectively, within the critical (five) time steps after a split during which extra punctuational change is induced and elsewhere. Prop. PE is expected to be 0.5 in the absence of punctuational change, and the results for the first setting, without any added punctuational change, are indeed near 0.5 for all simulations. Power is calculated from the binomial distribution with n equal to the number of independent comparisons shown in Table 1 for family trees (176), Glottolog (341), or Ethnologue (175). Under the null hypothesis, Prop. PE has expected value 0.5 and standard deviation (SD) = √ (0.5×0.5/n), which is 0.0377 for family trees, 0.0271 for Glottolog, and 0.0378 for Ethnologue. By the normal approximation to the binomial, the rejection limits for a two-tailed test at the 0.05 level are 0.5±1.96×SD. A finding of significant punctuation would be an observed value of Prop. PE above the upper limit, which is 0.5739 for family trees, 0.5531 for Glottolog, and 0.5741 for Ethnologue. The probability of obtaining a value of Prop. Notes: % punct. is the average percentage of punctuational lexical change across the 5000+ language families simulated for each parameter setting. The two columns under Family trees refer to the simulations with dichotomous trees, as in the published family trees. The two columns under Glottolog refer to the same simulations, but with topologies modified to reflect a lack of resolution (measured as the average number of branches per node) similar to that of Glottolog. The two columns under Ethnologue refer to simulations with topologies modified to be similar to the resolution of Ethnologue. Prop. PE is the proportion of all independent comparisons across all simulated families that score positive for punctuated equilibrium.
PE above the limit is also calculated from the normal approximation to the binomial. For a given value of % punct., the expected value of Prop. PE is the proportion of positive independent comparisons in the simulation. The probability of rejecting the null hypothesis is then approximated by the probability of obtaining a value above the rejection limit from a normal distribution with a mean of Prop. PE and the corresponding binomial SD. This probability is the power of the test, which is a function of the percentage of changes caused by punctuation. Atkinson et al. (2008) report that punctuational change accounts for 9.5% of the lexical change observed in the Austronesian family and 21-33% of the lexical change observed in Polynesian, Bantu, and Indo-European. According to Table 2, 8.32% punctuational change would be detected with probability about 0.28 in family trees, 0.23 in Glottolog, and 0.08 in Ethnologue, while 21.78-34.19% punctuational change would be detected with probability above 0.92 in family trees, above 0.96 in Glottolog, and between 0.53 and 0.95 in Ethnologue, These results indicate that the low amount of punctuational change found by Atkinson et al. in Austronesian would probably escape the test that we apply, but the higher amounts of punctuational change found in the three other groups would probably be detected.
DISCUSSION
The present results include findings with opposite implications for punctuated evolution in lexical change. On the one hand, change as measured by path length in an inferred phylogeny does show significant punctuation. With time held constant, path length from an outgroup increases with the number of living languages produced by splitting events along the path. This result replicates Atkinson et al. (2008) with a nonparametric test that does not assume a linear regression model, although the test applied to path length is still vulnerable to the node density artifact, and also the prior-distribution bias in the Bayesian trees. These problems are avoided by replacing path length with percentage not cognate as the measure of change, which also replicates significant evidence for punctuation, although in phylogenies from only two of the three sources. The discrepancy between sources may eventually be resolved if future research generates matrices of cognate judgments that include enough of the many languages not yet represented in published cognate data.
On the other hand, lexical change as measured by LDND shows no evidence of punctuation. Again with elapsed time held constant, the amount of change does not depend on the number of living languages into which an ancestral language has split. The null results are not attributable to lack of statistical power because the same outgroup test can usually detect punctuation in simulated data otherwise similar to real data. Since the tests are based on lexical data from 62% of the world's languages and taxonomic data from nearly all of them, the results are unlikely to change with the accumulation of more data. Consequently, the effect of cladogenesis on LDND is negligible. In contrast, a substantial effect of anagenesis can be inferred from the finding by Holman et al. (2011) that LDND increases with time as determined from independent calibrations.
Altogether, the linguistic results are now comparable to the range of results presented in the biological literature: some gradual evolution is typically found, but punctuational evolution also appears in some cases. The two opposite findings of the present study are based on different distance measures, which differ in at least three respects. First, the measures are sensitive to different aspects of linguistic change. Path length and cognate percentage are determined by whether ancestral words have been retained or replaced by different words, whereas LDND depends not only on lexical replacement but also on sound change. If lexical change is relatively punctuational or if sound change is relatively gradual, then path length and percentage not cognate are expected to be more punctuational than LDND.
The second difference pertains to the role of human judgment. Cognates (and thus path lengths) require inference by experts, while LDND is calculated automatically. According to Atkinson and Gray (2005) , few linguists have tried to automate their procedures. The comparative method of linguistics includes rules for identifying cognates and sound changes, however, and research on automating these continues, albeit slowly. A definitive test of the influence of human judgment must await further progress in this research.
The third difference involves the relation between the distance measure and the phylogeny. As Atkinson and Gray (2005) describe, cognates are important for phylogenetic inference, and the inferred phylogenies reciprocally influence cognate judgments. LDND, however, is calculated independently of phylogeny and was not used to generate any of the phylogenies studied here. Tests of punctuated equilibrium in biology have meanwhile employed a variety of measures differing widely in their relation to phylogeny, with little apparent effect on the results of the tests. For instance, Mooers and Schluter (1998) , Bokma (2002) , and Mattila and Bokma (2008) have found evidence for punctuational change in body weight, which like LDND is little used in phylogenetic inference and is measured independently of phylogeny. Consequently, if the relation between the distance measured and the phylogeny proves to be important in linguistics, that finding would represent a difference between linguistics and biology.
A limitation that the present study shares with Atkinson et al. (2008) is its reliance on short lists of basic vocabulary items selected for temporal stability and thus not representative of words in general. Unfortunately, a test of whether punctuational evolution depends on the stability of lexical items will require longer lists than are currently available for most languages. As a further possible generalization, Atkinson et al. raised the question of punctuational bursts in phonology, morphology, or syntax. A tentative negative answer for phonology follows from the absence of punctuation in LDND, which depends on phonology as well as lexicon.
The finding in this article that punctuational change is not a systematic feature of lexical evolution has important implications for how linguistic data may be used to infer aspects of prehistory. The observed insensitivity of pairwise LDND to the number of intervening phylogenetic branches supports the use of LDND to estimate the time since a pair of related languages diverged from their common ancestor. Time estimation from lexical dissimilarity was first proposed by Swadesh (1952) and has been controversial ever since amid claims that the estimates could be biased by various other factors affecting lexical change. The present results add branching events to the list of factors known to exert no systematic influence on LDND, along with the number of speakers of the languages (Wichmann and Holman 2009 ) and the particular family in which the languages are classified (Holman et al. 2011) .
Future work will no doubt offer alternative tests of punctuated equilibrium in historical linguistics. Even if some tests show an association between branching and lexical change, as in Atkinson et al. (2008) and most of the present tests based on cognate judgments, the direction of causality would remain as ambiguous in linguistics as in biology (Rabosky 2012; Pennell et al. 2014) . Resolving this ambiguity will require further tests as well as an investigation of different types of realworld scenarios underlying what is abstractly depicted as nodes in historical linguistic family trees and the different possible consequences of such scenarios for the rate of linguistic change.
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